EDUCATIONAL EXPOSURE VISIT OF KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA JRC, BAREILLY, UP STUDENTS TO FRI ON 11th FEBRUARY 2020 UNDER "PRAKRITI" PROGRAMME

The Scientist students connect programme "Prakiriti" is flourishing in Forest Research Institute day by day. A remarkable number of students of Kendriya Vidyalaya are visiting the institute and interacting with the scientists of the institute. 45 students KV JRC, Bareilly, visited Forest Research Institute, Dehradun on 11th February 2020 with their 04 teachers and interacted with the scientists of the institute. During interactive session Dr. Devendra Kumar, Scientist E introduced the Scientists of Extension Division with students and their teachers. Dr. A.K. Pandey, Head, Extension Division, FRI gave brief account about the institute and significant research work carried out by the institute. He mentioned that FRI is a premier institute in the field of forestry research, extension and education to cater the needs of forestry sector. He mentioned that the institute is also having deemed university which provide education in forestry. He called upon students to conserve and protect the environment as they are future custodians of environment/nature.

In the interaction Dr. Charan Singh, Scientist E, Mr. Rambir Singh Scientist D and Mr. Priti Pal Singh, Deputy Forest Ranger were present. After interaction, students visited various FRI museums viz. Forest Pathology museum, Silviculture museum, Timber Museum, Bambusetum and Botanical Garden. During the visit of different museums, quarries were raised by students and explained by concerned scientists/officers deputed in museums of FRI.
Glimpses of visit: